Abstract-In this paper we study robust channel estimation techniques for supporting broadband satellite communications in OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) based systems. The study considers the use of QPSK (Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying) digital modulation scheme. To achieve reliable coherent detection two different pilot symbols transmission methods are evaluated and compared: data multiplexed pilots and implicit pilots. The method of implicit pilots allows coherent detection at the receiver while avoiding spectral degradation associated with the data multiplexed pilots' technique but results in mutual interference between pilots and data. Since the interference levels between data and pilots might be very high, we propose an iterative receiver.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) modulations [1] have been studied very widely and deeply in wireless communication systems because of bandwidth efficiency and its robustness to channel fading and Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). OFDM modulations are suitable for high rate transmission over severely timedispersive channels, since they have good performances and allow low-cost, FFT-based (Fast Fourier Transform) implementations. For this reason they were selected for several digital broadcast systems and wireless networks [2] and are being considered for UTRA (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Terrestrial Radio Access) LTE (Long Term Evolution) [3] .
Both non-coherent and coherent receivers were proposed for OFDM modulations [4] . Non-coherent receivers do not require channel estimation, but their performance is worse than coherent receiver, provided that accurate channel estimates are available at the receiver.
In SISO (Single-Input-Single-Output) schemes a reliable channel estimation processing is required for accomplishing coherent detection at the receiver. Typically, the channel estimates are obtained with the help of training symbols that are multiplexed with the data, either in time domain or in the frequency domain [5] , [6] , [7] . This approach can result in an efficient use of the bandwidth which is of crucial importance for any communication system. Therefore it is desirable to reduce overheads required for channel estimation purposes. A promising method for overcoming this problem is to employ implicit pilots, which are added to the data block instead of being multiplexed with it [8] . This approach demands that some of the power be spent on the pilot sequence but allow us to increase significantly the pilots' density, while keeping the system capacity. In fact, we can even have a pilot for each data symbol.
However, the interference levels between the data symbols and pilots might be high. This means that the channel estimates are corrupted by the data signal, leading to irreducible noise floors (i.e., the channel estimates cannot be improved beyond a given level, even without channel noise). Moreover, there is also interference on the data symbols due to the pilots, leading to performance degradation unless the mutual interference is somehow dealt by the receiver.
In this paper we consider and compare the use of implicit pilots against the use of data multiplexed pilots for channel estimation purposes for broadband satellite communications. In order to evaluate the performance of the channel estimation methods considered we use a model for the LMS (Land Mobile Satellite) channel proposed by DLR (German Aerospace Center) [9] . The study is performed for SISO schemes. In order to deal with the problem of mutual interference between pilots and data we propose an iterative receiver capable of performing joint detection and channel estimation. In the first iteration, the channel is estimated by averaging the received signal (data plus pilots) over several OFDM blocks. For the subsequent iterations we remove the undesirable signal (pilots or data) using the most updated version of it before the estimation and detection phases. Channel estimates can be further refined by considering the data symbols as extra pilots, as proposed in [10] . In the receiver different equalization techniques can be employed during the iterative process.
II. DATA MULTIPLEXED PILOTS

A. Transmitter Structure
In Figure 1 we show a possible configuration for an OFDM transmitter chain that incorporates QPSK modulation. In this scheme, the bit stream is encoded, interleaved and modulated. Pilot symbols are inserted into the modulated symbols sequence which is then converted to the time domain using an IDFT (Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform). 
B. Frame Structure
The first pilot transmission method evaluated in this paper corresponds to the one being considered for the future UTRA LTE [3] where known pilot symbols are periodically inserted into the data stream. The frame structure adopted is shown in figure 2. According to this structure, in an OFDM system with ˚ carriers, pilot symbols are multiplexed with data symbols using a spacing of ∆˚ OFDM blocks in the time domain and ∆˚ subcarriers in the frequency domain. (1) with ˠ denoting the symbol duration, ˚ the number of samples at the cyclic prefix (with ˲ , = ˲ , , ˩ = 1, … ,˚ ) and ℎ {ˮ{ and the pulse shaping filter.
C. Receiver Structure
The structure of the receiver is similar to the case of implicit pilots transmission presented in figure 3. The differences are the processing blocks "Remove Pilots" and "Remove Data" that don't exist in this case. According to this case, the signal, which is considered to be sampled and with the cyclic prefix removed, is converted to the frequency domain after an appropriate size-˚ DFT operation. If the cyclic prefix is longer than the overall channel impulse response the resulting sequence received in antenna can be expressed as:
with H , denoting the overall channel frequency response between transmit antenna and receiving antenna for the ˫ frequency of the ˬ time block and ˚ , denoting the corresponding channel noise sample.
The sequence of samples, expressed by (2), enters the equalizer block that can apply an equalizer ML (Maximum Likelihood), MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error), a ZF (Zero Forcing) or a receiver RAKE.
After the equalization process the demultiplexed symbol sequence pass through the demodulator, de-interleaver and channel decoder blocks. This channel decoder has two outputs. One is the estimated information sequence and the other is the sequence of LLR (log-likelihood ratio) estimates of the code symbols. These LLRs go through the Decision Device, which outputs either soft-decision or hard decision estimates of the code symbols, and enter the Transmitted Signal Rebuilder which performs the same operations of the transmitter (interleaving and modulation). The reconstructed symbol sequence is subsequently used for a refinement of the channel estimates for the succeeding iteration. 
D. Channel Estimation
To obtain the frequency channel response estimates the receiver applies the following steps in each iteration:
(1) The channel estimate for each pilot symbol position, is simply expressed as
where ˟ , corresponds to a pilot symbol transmitted in the ˫ subcarrier of the ˬ OFDM block. Some of the indexes ˫ and ˬ may not correspond to a pilot symbol since these pilot are not allocated in all positions, because it wastes bandwidth. (2) Channel estimates for the same subcarrier ˫ but in time domain positions (index ˬ) that do not carry a pilot symbol can be obtained through interpolation using a FIR (finite impulse response) filter with length ˣ as follows:
where ˮ is the OFDM block índex relative to the last one carrying a pilot (which is block with índex ˬ) and ℎ are the interpolation coefficients of the estimation filter which dependo n the channel estimation algorithm employed. There are several proposed algorithms in the literature like the optimal Wiener filter interpolator [11] or the low pass sinc interpolator [12] . (3) After the first iteration the data estimates can also be 
III. IMPLICIT PILOTS
A. Frame Structure
The alternative pilot transmission method studied in this paper corresponds to the use of implicit pilots. The transmitter chain is basically the same used in figure 1 , only the insertion of pilot symbols differs. The frame structure and pilot insertion process are shown in figure 4. According to this structure, the implicit pilots are generated using a grid with spacing of ∆˚ OFDM blocks in the time domain and ∆˚ subcarriers in the frequency domain.
The transmitted symbol sequence is represented by
where, ˟ , is the implicit pilot transmitted over the ˫ subcarrier, in the ˬ OFDM block. 
B. Receiver Structure
In order to reduce the mutual interference between pilots and data and achieve reliable channel estimation and data detection we propose the use of a modified version of the receiver of data multiplexed pilots as presented in figure 3 .
Therefore, in this case after conversion to the frequency domain the received sample sequences can be expressed as
The pilot symbols are then removed from the sequence resulting
where {H , { { { is the channel frequency response estimate and J is the current iteration. The sequence of samples (7) enters the equalizer block which can apply any of the equalization methods discussed in chapter II. Section C.
C. Channel Estimation
In this case, with the existence of implicit pilots, in each iteration the receiver applies the following steps to obtain the frequency channel response estimates: (1) Data symbols estimates are removed from pilots using
where ˟ ӂ , { #{ and {H , { { #{ are the data and channel response estimates of the previous iteration. This step can only be applied after the first iteration. In the first iteration we set ˞ , {#{ = ˞ , .
(2) The channel frequency response estimates is computed using a moving average with size ˣ as follows:
After the first iteration the data estimates can also be used as pilots for channel estimation refinement.
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
To study and compare the behavior of the proposed OFDM schemes and respective receivers, several simulations were performed for a QPSK modulation with a bit stream having a block size of 1024 bits. The channel impulse response is based on urban pedestrian and suburban car environments [9] . A velocity of 30 km/h was considered for most of the cases. The channel encoders were rate-2/9 turbo codes based on two identical recursive convolutional codes characterized by G(D) = [1 (1+D 2 +D 3 )/(1+D+D 3 )] . A random interleaver was used within the turbo encoders. The results presented next will be shown as a function of ˗ /˚" where ˗ is the average symbol energy and ˚" is the single sided noise power spectral density.
When using data multiplexed pilots, the spacing employed was ∆˚ = 7 and ∆˚ = 0 and a sinc filter interpolation with length ˣ=10 was applied at the receiver.
In the case of implicit pilots, they are placed in all positions, since it does not consume additional bandwidth.
Regarding the pilots powers we will denote it as which is defined as = ˗ Ӛ ˟ , $ ӛ /˗ Ӛ ˟ , $ ӛ, where ˗{. { represents the expected value computed over all positions (˫, ˬ) containing pilot symbols in the case of the numerator and over all positions containing data symbols in the case of the denominator. For the data multiplexed pilots will always be 2,5dB.
It is visible that for data multiplexed pilots both cases (urban and suburban environments) have similar performances (close to the perfect estimation curves). In figure 5 are shown the results with larger pilot spacing but there is significant performance degradation. As for the implicit pilot result we have the performance for different values, = -9dB which represents the respective equivalent conditions in terms of overall percentage of transmitted energy spent in the pilots in comparison with data multiplexed pilots, and = -6dB. For both case scenarios it is visible similar performances with only a small performance degradation for = -9dB. Figure 9 shows the MSE of the channel estimates which decreases with increasing signal to noise ratio till a certain value where the curves remain constant. This result is due to mutual interference between pilots and data that degrade the performance of this estimation technique.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we evaluated different channel estimation techniques in order to ensure robust channel estimation for broadband satellite communications. To achieve reliable coherent detection two different pilot transmission methods were employed and compared. It was verified that both methods have similar performances, which means that are interesting options specially for SISO transmissions with QPSK. The data multiplexed pilots method has better performances in MSE due to the fact that implicit pilots cause mutual interference between data and pilots. Therefore, even though the channel estimation is reliable, the MSE results are quite high compared to data multiplexed pilots. In other hand, implicit pilots have the advantage of a higher spectral efficiency. 
